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Trailer Trash: Alien Hunters
OMG! This is what happens when the village idiot hunts space aliens, big foot and ghosts.

“I don’t think there have been many alien movies where 
the actors have actually seen the aliens.” -Joel Kinnaman 

Logline: Keith, the village idiot, hunts space aliens, UFO’s, big foot and ghosts. 

Keith Broadbent is a retired maintenance work at the Boulder, Colorado IBM facility and now he hunts 
aliens. We met Keith when he brought us a hard drive full of extremely questionable UFO footage, 
hoping we would make a video about space aliens. He had no money; however, he was such a 
character…we couldn’t resist.

Want funny? Keith is pretty much a real Peter Griffin. He and his family are not the “brightest bulb on 
the string” and his friends know it. Keith’s neighbor Chris, continues to “egg him on.” Charlie’s Angels 
had Bosley, Chris is Keith’s Bosley and the mastermind of most of the stupidity that happens in Keith’s 
life. Almost every day Chris suggests a foolish caper and Keith springs into action.

No! Really, this craziness is true. Keith used to come by our production offices to help out as day labor. 
One of our offices is in a quiet area of Colorado and the town measures four blocks square. Keith lost 
his car. He told us that he walked every street and eventually took a taxi home to return the next day to 
continue the search, finding it parked next to our building. You can’t make this shit up.

Disaster follows Keith just about everywhere he goes. When he is not forgetting where his car is parked, 
he is out hunting aliens. He ends up enlisting the help of his family on his quests in the mountains and 
plains of Colorado. His car always breaks down, they run out of gas, and every other disaster you can 
imagine…just before they find the aliens or track down the landing spot of a downed UFO. He’s gotten 
lost in the mountains several times hunting for big foot and a number of times has apparently spotted 
ghosts of old miners and prospectors.

We’ve checked it out. He does not have Alzheimer’s or any other medical problems. Keith is stupid and 
its hard not to laugh when he comes by to tell us the stories. Keith is a show in himself and this time, 
truth is stranger than fiction!

Trailer Trash: Alien Hunters...the truth may be out there, but Keith will never find it.
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